TfL Corporate Archives Research Guides: World War II 75th
Anniversary Edition
The Experience of Sheltering in the Tube during WWII
What was it like to shelter in the tubes? Using original archival material and
first hand accounts from the Transport for London collections, we bring you
the story of the shelterers, both known and unknown....

A rchive ref num: L T 000503/036

In early September 1940, crowds gathered outside Liverpool Street
underground station demanding to be let in to take shelter from the first
bombings of what would become known as 'The Blitz'.
A 1924 Government directive had ruled out the use of stations as shelters in
the event of air raids but Londoners had other ideas. Many bought tickets for

the tube and then simply refused to leave. During an oral history interview in
2017, Les Gaskin, a child shelterer in 1940, explained:

"We used to go down there to find somewhere to sleep....you had to buy a
ticket...to get down there...they didn't want people on the Underground
initially but if you bought a ticket that was it!"

This prompted the London Passenger Transport Board (LPTB) to take control.
Once the decision was made to formally admit shelterers, they came in their
thousands. On the 21st September 1940 around 120,000 people were seeking
refuge in London’s underground stations. By October this had risen to
124,000, with 2,750 sheltering at King’s Cross alone.

A graph s howing the number of people s heltering in T ube s tations and
tunnels between Autumn 1940 and A pril 1941. A rchive ref num:
L T 000074/006

Technically, it was the responsibility of each local authority to provide for the
shelterers, in particular sanitary and cleaning arrangements, provision of first
aid and medical posts, installation of bunks, prevention of disease, and
appointment of marshals.
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Yet by November 1940 it became clear to the LPTB that if thousands of
people were to be entering their premises, staying overnight, and needing to
be got out before tube services resumed in the morning, these
responsibilities should be administered by them in conjunction with local
authorities.
On 30th November
1940, Westminster
City Council became
the first local
authority to introduce
the issuing of shelter
reservation tickets.
Persons in verminous
condition were
refused entry or
removed so as to limit
infections.
C ard allowing a named pers on to enter R us s ell S quare for
s heltering, and to occupy a particular allocated s pace,
1943. A rchive ref num: L T 001247/003

Safety below ground was a major concern for the LPTB and shelterers were
constantly requested to comply with 'conditions of use'. Rules included:
have your shelter ticket ready, arrive after 18:30; leave by 07:00; don't
stand in groups; keep away from the platform edge; control children; take
your rubbish home; and cooperate with staff.

A leaflet given to s helterers in T ube
s tations , highlighting s afety is s ues , 1941.
A rchive ref num: L T 00354/041

Les Gaskin’s memories of
sheltering on the
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underground referenced the importance of the safety code:

"they didn't want the kids walking about because the trains were
running...they'd start playing about on the escalators...there was one kid,
one night, got his fingers caught in the belt..."

One unpleasant experience of
sheltering underground was
the presence of mosquitoes.
By February 1941, "good
progress" was being made on
the delivery of sprays and
compressors for aerial
disinfection, with particular
attention given to the
elimination of mosquitoes.
One report in the collection
noted that "spraying may be
discontinued while the
shelterers are sleeping but
should recommence during the
coughing period in the morning".

A rticle from s taff magaz ine, F ebruary
1941. A rchive ref num: L T 000030/078.

Concern over the well-being of the shelterers and the need to prevent the
spread of infection led to the establishment of medical and first aid posts.
The first of these opened at South Kensington station on 20 December. In
total, 86 posts were established at a cost of £12,590 including equipment over £710,000 in today's money.
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Medical F irs t A id P os t at Notting H ill G ate S tation, 1943. A rchive ref num:
L T 000503/036

P lan of lockable partitioned area to be s ited at the end of a platform, with facilities
including: cons ulting s pace, tables , cupboards , 2 3-tier bunk beds , lavatory, and
is olation s pace, 1941. A rchive ref num: L T 000341/087
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'Elsan' portable toilets were provided at shelters as well as more rudimentary
buckets. But the ratio was never good - at Holborn for example there were
just 4 elsans and 4 buckets for a station that could hold 4600 people.
24,000 bunks were installed at various stations, and particularly in newly built
deep level shelters and sidings. If placed end to end they would have
stretched for 27 miles.
Cigarette machines were installed at stations such as Clapham South, South
Wimbledon, and Colliers Wood.
On 29th October 1940,
the first refreshments
service opened at Hyde
Park station. By 11
November, 40-50 gallons
of liquid were being sold
nightly.
By 7th December 1940,
124 platform canteen
points had been opened
at 71 stations serving
approximately 112,000
people.
C atering s taff ready to s erve refres hments , 1941. A rchive ref
num: L T 000503/036

Yet it was still felt that more could be done and very quickly refreshment
trains started making trips up and down the lines.

T ube R efres hments S pecial train. Image courtes y of L ondon
T rans port Mus eum 1998/84948.
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Not all refreshments were up to the shelterers' standards! A report from
1946 explains that a chemical reaction between tea leaves and the copper of
the tea urns was causing a discolouration of tea and the shelterers'
complained. The solution was to add a small portion of citric acid to the
water.

R eport s howing that a chemical reaction between the tea leaves and metal
in the urns caus ed the problem, March 1946. A rchive ref num:
L T 000257/011/004/006/005/001
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The last refreshment was served on 3rd May 1945 - over the course of 4 and
a half years 545,454 gallons of tea were served to thirsty Londoners beneath
ground!

Where possible, entertainments were provided or encouraged for
shelterers. People could bring gramophone records to play music.

A rticle from s taff magaz ine, F ebruary 1941. Archive ref num:
L T 000030/078

In a 2018 interview with TfL Corporate Archives,
tube shelterer Theresa Griffin recollected:

"Buskers come down...somebody might know a
singer and they'd come down to entertain us..."

Generally, those sheltering tried to maintain their
spirits - if only for the sake of the estimated 25,000
children who were in the stations nightly at the peak
of the war. Some stations held children's parties,
A rchive ref num: L T 000503/036
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part of Gloucester Road station was converted into a playground!

Celebrating Christmas
Theresa Griffin shared her memories of sheltering around Christmas time:

"There used to be a lot of 'Knees up Mother Brown' going on ... and
drinking.... and Christmas time there's carol's and laughing and talking....
By the time we'd finished we didn't hear what was going on upstairs."

A note s howing the cos t of C hris tmas entertainment for T ube s tation
s helterers , 1941. A rchive ref num: L T 000074/006
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S taff decorating the C hris tmas tree
on an Underground s tation, F ox
P hotos , 1941. T he collection of
L ondon T rans port Mus eum

C hildren's pres ents being packed
before a party, 1944. Archive ref
num: L T 000503/036

But a war was still raging above and tragically some stations took hits from
bombs, both indirect and direct.
On 12 October 1940, Trafalgar Square station was hit resulting in 7 fatalities
to shelterers.
This image of the street view is from the London Transport Museum
collections.

Image courtes y of the L ondon T rans port
Mus eum, 1998/35407
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The following night 19 people lost their lives as Bounds Green station was
hit. Les Gaskin, a member of the public and the father of a TfL employee,
answered TfL Corporate Archives campaign to capture World War Two
memories of sheltering. He was at Bounds Green station the night it was hit:

"We got bedded down where we were near this entrance and next thing I
remember is ... waking up and it was very dark and dusty.. luckily the
emergency lights stayed on... noise and shouting and hollering... We were
shoved up against a wall.
A lot of ARP people and police were holding people back so they could
bring people who were injured off. I do remember my mother saying, don't
look, don't look.' And then my dad came to find us and saying to my mum,
"thank God you're here girl."

On 14th October, Balham station was flooded after a bomb fell above, 64
died. At Bank station on 11 January 1941, 53 people were killed when a
bomb hit the booking hall.
Not all deaths were as a result of bombing - on 3rd March 1943, 173 people
seeking shelter lost their lives at Bethnal Green after a woman tripping led to
mass crushing. Other accidents included an individual falling against a train.
Minor injuries were also a risk.
But in the midst of chaos and tragedy there was also life.

A rticle from the s taff magaz ine, April 1941.
A rchive ref num: L T 000030/078
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During the course of the war, an estimated 63,000,000 people took shelter in
London's tube stations.
This graph shows the nightly average and peak numbers of people sheltering
overnight in Tube stations and tunnels each month between September 1940
and May 1945.

A rchive ref num L T 000074/006

The last night of sheltering was on 6 May 1945. VE Day was about to be
announced and only 344 people went below ground for the final time.
During the course of the war, an estimated 63,000,000 people took shelter in
London's tube stations.
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L ondon Underground Map annotated to s how s helters , 1944. A rchive ref num:
L T 000341/008/013

This story has been compiled using information in records at the Transport for London
Corporate Archives. The Corporate Archives seeks to preserve and make accessible
records, not to interpret them. A wider range of material is available for physical
consultation.
This story has been enhanced using some material from the photographic collection of the
London Transport Museum.
Email: CorporateArchives@tfl.gov.uk
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